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Abstract 

For thousands of years, honey has been used for medicinal applications. The beneficial effects of 

honey, particularly its anti-microbial activity represent it as a useful option for management of 

various wounds. Honey contains major amounts of carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids, proteins, 

vitamin and minerals that have important roles in wound healing with minimum trauma during 

redressing. Because bees have different nutritional behavior and collect the nourishments from 

different and various plants, the produced honeys have different compositions. Thus different 

types of honey have different medicinal value leading to different effects on wound healing. This 

review clarifies the mechanisms and therapeutic properties of honey on wound healing. The 

mechanisms of action of honey in wound healing are majorly due to its hydrogen peroxide, high 

osmolality, acidity, non-peroxide factors, nitric oxide and phenols. Laboratory studies and 

clinical trials have shown that honey promotes autolytic debridement, stimulates growth of 

wound tissues and stimulates anti-inflammatory activities thus accelerates the wound healing 

processes. Compared with topical agents such as hydrofiber silver or silver sulfadiazine, honey is 

more effective in elimination of microbial contamination, reduction of wound area, promotion of 

re-epithelialization. In addition, honey improves the outcome of the wound healing by reducing 

the incidence and excessive scar formation. Therefore, application of honey can be an effective 

and economical approach in managing large and complicated wounds. 

Key words: Honey; Hypertrophic scars; Medicinal wound healing  
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1. History and Background  

Throughout history, honey has been well used for medicinal applications. Islamic traditions, 

ancient Egyptians, ancient Greek, Chinese and other countries and nations have used honey as a 

remedy for every illness [1]. In modern history and in World War I, honey was used for repair of 

battle wounds. For the first time in 1892, antimicrobial properties of honey were noted by Van 

Ketel. The role of honey in healing of infected wounds was first reported in Europe and USA in 

the mid-20th century [2,3]. However in the last decades and by development, introduction and 

wide application of modern antibiotics, the application of honey was reduced in a modern 

medicine. Advent antibiotic-resistant bacteria and the potent activity of honey against them 

renewed interest for its medical application [3]. Since then, many studies have shown that honey 

has several medicinal properties. For instance, honey is an anti-microbial agent, promotes 

autolytic debridement, stimulates growth of wound tissues to hasten healing and healing process 

in dormant wounds and finally initiates anti-inflammatory activity that rapidly reduces pain, 

edema and exudate production [4,5]. 

In this review, an overview of the current knowledge on the healing properties of honey has been 

illustrated and the mechanisms of action and therapeutic properties of honey in wound healing 

have been discussed in detail. In addition, the most recent and valuable clinical trial studies used 

honey for treating various wounds have been reviewed and discussed in order to find out whether 

honey is a valuable option for wound healing, modeling and remodeling. 

2. Therapeutic properties of honey 

Honey, due to its antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory and antioxidant activities, boosting effect on 

immune system, debridement action and stimulating role in wound regeneration, significantly 
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contributes in wound healing processes (Fig. 1, Table 1). Bellow, these beneficial biological 

properties have been discussed in detail.  

2.1. Antimicrobial activity  

The use of substances produced by honey bees (Apis mellifera), including propolis, honey, wax 

and venom in wound management has a long history which belongs to many centuries ago [6,7, 

8]. When the body’s immune response is unable to clear infection, antimicrobial therapy is 

considered [9]. Silver dressing has been used for managing wound infections particularly in the 

burn wounds because of its antibacterial properties; however components such as silver 

sulfadiazine may delay wound healing [10]. So far, many compounds have been evaluated for 

their antibacterial properties [11,12,13]. It is believed that honey can be used as a suitable 

alternative option for managing various infected wounds [14,15]. However, it should be kept in 

mind that bees with nutrition of various plants create different types of honeys [1,16]. The 

compositional differences of honeys can influence their medicinal value. Brudzynski et al. [17] 

analyzed bactericidal activity of eight honeys (six varieties of buckwheat, blueberry and manuka 

honeys). They suggested that the dose of honey is important in its bactericidal efficacy and the 

maximal bactericidal effect occurs with degradation of bacterial DNA. The manuka and 

buckwheat honey showed bactericidal effect at the range of concentrations between 6.25% to 

50% v/v, while bactericidal effect was observed only at the highest concentration tested (50% 

v/v) for blueberry honey. Finally, they concluded that honeys of buckwheat origin, dose 

dependently possess powerful bactericidal effect [17].  

In the recent years, much more interests are seen for evaluating the effects of honey on the 

antibiotic-resistant organisms. Indiscriminate use of antibiotics and advent resistant strains has a 

considerable effect on patient's morbidity and mortality [16,18,19]. The emergence of antibiotic-
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resistant microbial strains can be an alarm that wound infections may once again become 

uncontrollable. Honey is a realistic antimicrobial in the treatment of infections. Theoretically, the 

increased use of honey can promote honey resistance, but to date, no honey resistant microbial 

strain has emerged and a possible explanation for this might be due to the multifactorial nature of 

the antimicrobial properties of honey that affects more than one target site [20,21,22]. Compared 

with other antimicrobial agents, honey produced a unique expression signature on the gene 

expression of E.coli. Most of the genes upregulated by Medihoney, are involved in stress 

responses and the majority of downregulated genes encoded for products, are involved in protein 

synthesis. These findings confirm that honey works by a different mode of action than the other 

conventional antibiotics [23].  

It has been shown that biofilm biomass that was treated with manuka honey increased bacterial 

resistance, which is possibly due to the appearance of small colony variants within the microbial 

population [24]. In this regard, Cooper et al. [25] explained that although susceptibilities to 

manuka honey reduced during long-term stepwise resistance training, these changes were not 

permanent and honey-resistant mutants were not detected. They suggested that the risk of 

bacteria acquiring resistance to honey will be low if high concentrations are maintained 

clinically. High levels of antimicrobial agents can effectively inhibit viable bacteria before 

resistant strains emerge. Unlike some of the biocides, high amount of manuka honey is not 

cytotoxic [25].  

Bacterial cell wall plays a fundamental role in maintaining the cell shape and sustaining bacterial 

growth. By inhibition of the cell wall synthesis, honey is able to induce structural changes in the 

bacterial cell wall. In a comparative study, it has been shown that honey similar to ampicillin 

changes the cell shape and outer lipopolysaccharide (LPS) membrane of E. coli. Since cell lyses 
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requires both cell wall and LPS disintegration, honey can be considered as a proper substance in 

antibacterial activities [26]. 

It is now accepted that bacterial populations in chronic wounds can arrange into biofilms. It has 

been shown that honey can affect on bacterial bioflms [27,28,29,30]. For instance, methylglyoxal 

(MGO) is an active ingredient of manuka honey which is an effective antimicrobial agent against 

planktonic and biofilms [31,32,33]. The high concentration MGO is responsible for antibacterial 

properties of honey [32,33]. MGO attacks the arginine residues in collagen and leads to 

disruption of collagen that promotes fibrosis in chronic tissue infections. Also, MGO by altering 

the structure and function of many important immunological proteins and enzymes is able to 

reduce the efficiency of peripheral blood immune-cell response [33]. Other honey components, 

such as glucose, fructose and a wide range of phytochemicals, also have an important role in 

reducing bacterial biofilm formation [27]. 

Many reports have confirmed antifungal activity of honey. Honey, not only inhibits fungal 

growth but also it reduces fungal toxin production [34,35,36]. Canonico et al. [35] suggested that 

the honey flavonoids can be potential alternatives to anticandidal agents. Honey flavonoids are 

able to attach to the yeast cell wall and perform their disruptive effects. In addition, the activity 

of honey is due to the changes it makes in the cell cycle progress, membrane integrity, 

mitochondrial function and biogenesis [35]. 

2.1.1. Mechanisms of anti-microbial activity of honey 

Al-Waili et al. [1] classified these mechanisms into direct and indirect groups. Direct action is 

based on direct elimination of bacteria by honey components, and indirect action is antibacterial 

response of the whole organism toward bacteria. Factors that directly affect the bacteria and are 

toxic to pathogens include hydrogen peroxide factors, high osmolality, acidity, non-peroxide 
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factors, and phenols. Indirect antimicrobial actions include lymphocyte and antibody production, 

cytokines and immunomodulation, and nitric oxide.  

2.1.1.1. Hydrogen peroxide  

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is commonly used to disinfect and sanitize medical equipment in 

hospital and reacts with the myeloperoxidase near bacteria within phagocytic vacuoles [1,9].  

Hydrogen peroxide is one of the main components of honey that has an effective role in 

antimicrobial activity and is slowly released from honey due to interaction of the wound 

exudates with the honey’s inherent glucose oxidase [3,37,38]. Glucose oxidase is added to nectar 

by bees and is able to convert glucose into hydrogen peroxide and gluconic acid under aerobic 

condition [3,14,39]. It has been shown that lower rates of hydrogen peroxide exist in more 

concentrated honeys and maximum accumulation of hydrogen peroxide occurs in honey 

concentrations of 30%–50% (v/v). Hence, lower concentrated honeys are more suitable in wound 

healing than the more concentrated ones [40]. More importantly, when honey is diluted, it is able 

to eliminate the antibiotic-resistant pathogens [41,42]. During ripening of honey, glucose oxidase 

is inactivated but it regains its activity on dilution of honey [40]. The reason of this incidence is 

unknown as yet; however, the previous studies indicated that it is not associated to constituents 

of honey but it may be the result of the low pH of full strength honey [43,44]. Many factors such 

as inactivation of glucose oxidase by heat, light and MGO, chemical scavenging of H2O2, 

destruction of H2O2 by catalase occurring in nectar and pollen and auto-oxidation of 

polyphenols/flavonoids can inactive hydrogen peroxide in honey [38,45,46,47]. These factors 

contribute to variable activities of some honeys under different conditions [48]. It has been 

shown that glucose oxidase remains stable at a temperature of up to 55 0C, while at 55-70 0C it 

declines [49]. Catalase which presents in flower pollens and in the body tissues, can destroy the 
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peroxide activity [3,37]. Benzoic acid, one of the compounds exists in honey, can react with 

hydrogen peroxide and create peroxy acids which are more stable and powerful antimicrobial 

agent than hydrogen peroxide. These acids are also stable in the presence of catalase [9]. Some 

types of honey may maintain their antimicrobial activities in the presence of catalase and thus are 

called “non-peroxide” honeys. Several components such as methylsyringate and MGO contribute 

to non-peroxide activity [9,37]. Although MGO is considered as a strong antimicrobial agent in 

manuka honey, recently it was found that MGO could also have negative effects on the structure 

and function of glucose oxidase and generation of hydrogen peroxide. MGO-treated honeys 

generate significantly lower amounts of H2O2 due to high reactivity of MGO with the glucose 

oxidase enzyme. This reaction forms high molecular weight adducts that decreases enzymatic 

activity of glucose oxidase and might be responsible for suppressing H2O2 generation in manuka 

honey [47,50]. Recent evidence is a possible explanation that why some researchers have failed 

to detect H2O2 as an antimicrobial component in manuka honey [51,52]. On the other hand, the 

antibacterial activity of honey, which greatly depends on the accumulation of hydrogen peroxide 

and reduction in the concentration of glucose oxidase, can significantly decrease hydrogen 

peroxide content [53]. Overall, it should be considered that the levels of hydrogen peroxide may 

significantly differ in honeys related to a region.  

The presence of ascorbic acid in honey can promote the bactericidal activity of hydrogen 

peroxide. In gram-negative bacteria, a mixture of hydrogen peroxide and ascorbic acid increases 

the lysis and death of organism by lysozyme [1]. It has been shown that hydrogen peroxide can 

recruit leukocytes to wounds through a concentration gradient mechanism. Due to an oxidant 

induct, macrophages release vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and stimulate 

angiogenesis. In acute inflammatory phase that neutrophils release bactericidal reactive oxygen 
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species, H2O2 is able to kill bacteria and prevent infection [1,37]. The use of hydrogen peroxide 

is typically not favorable for wound healing because it induces excessive inflammation and 

tissue damage. However, honey by disabling the free iron, which catalyses formation of the 

oxygen free radicals produced by hydrogen peroxide, reduces harmful effects of hydrogen 

peroxide. On the other hand, level of hydrogen peroxide in honey is too low so that its 

concentration is about 1000 times less than in the 3% solution commonly used as an antiseptic 

agent [54]. Interestingly, honey due to its high levels of antioxidants, can protect wound tissues 

from oxygen radicals produced by H2O2 [9]. In addition to antimicrobial activity, hydrogen 

peroxide stimulates fibroblast proliferation and angiogenesis and enhances cutaneous blood 

recruitment in ischemic ulcers [55,56].  

2.1.1.2. Osmolarity 

High osmolarity is considered as a valuable tool which limits bacterial growth and proliferation 

[1,9,38,57,58,59]. High osmolar solutions such as honey, glucose, and sugar pastes tie up water 

molecules [6]. Honey as a viscous fluid provides a protective barrier and prevent cross-infection 

of wounds [60]. When honey is topically applied over a wound, due to its high osmolarity, 

bacteria have insufficient accessibility to water for growing [6,57,61]. Consequently, the 

microorganisms become dehydrated and eventually die [42,61]. Also, osmotic pressure from 

honey draws out lymphatic fluid from the subcutaneous tissue to wound surface, which aids in 

removal of debris, necrotic and devitalized tissues [62,63]. The high amounts of carbohydrates 

including fructose, glucose, maltose, sucrose and other types are responsible for the high 

osmolarity of honey [9].  

Although osmolarity of honey is an important anti-microbial factor, the anti-microbial activity of 

honey is not totally lost when honey is diluted [14]. For instance, it has been shown that honey 
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can be effective against Staphylococcus aureus when it is diluted by the wound exudates 

[52,64,65]. As a meaningful reason, when honey is diluted, it generates hydrogen peroxide which 

can inhibit bacterial growth [15]. In a study performed on patients with open or infected wounds, 

honey was more effective than sugar in reducing bacterial contamination and promoting wound 

healing.  

2.1.1.3. Acidity   

The range of acidic pH of honey is between 3.2 and 4.5 and this low pH is due to formation of 

gluconic acid [38,58]. During the dilution of honey, glucose oxidase catalyses glucose to 

gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide where the gluconic acid results in acidity [5,66]. Honey 

provides an acidic environment which is unfavorable for bacterial growth and inhibits the 

activity of many micro-organisms [9,15,39,38,58,59,66,67].  

In most instances, the wound pathogenic bacteria prefer neutral or slightly alkaline environments 

for growth [66]. On the other hand, the optimum pH for protease activity is about 7.3 [5]. 

Increased protease activity can destroy growth factors, newly regenerated collagenic matrix and 

fibronectin in wounds that are necessary for fibroblast activity and reepithelization leading to 

extra inflammatory reactions [15]. The acidity of honey has been suggested to reduce protease 

activity, increase fibroblast activity and oxygen release from hemoglobin in capillaries, decrease 

in wound size and ultimately promote wound healing [5,15,54,56,62,67,68-70]. Acidification 

also assists in the antibacterial action of macrophages and prevents ammonia produced by the 

bacterial metabolism to harm body tissues [71,72]. 

2.1.1.4. Non-peroxide activity and antioxidants 
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It has been found that antibacterial activity remains in honeys that are treated with catalase. One 

reason is the high level of non-peroxide antibacterial activity in honey. According to floral 

sources, harvest season and geographical location, honey may contain various components such 

as flavonoids and aromatic acids [57,70,73,74]. Several components such as methyl syringate, 

defensin-1 and MGO contribute to non-peroxide activity of honey [1,39,56]. Methylglyoxal is 

derived from the non-enzymatic conversion of dihydroxyacetone. This reaction occurs at high 

levels in nectar and its content increases with storage of honey at 37 0C [1,4,5]. MGO as an 

antimicrobial component is able to interact with the nucleophilic centers of macromolecules such 

as DNA. In gram-positive organisms, MGO downregulates autolysin enzyme that involves in 

cleavage of bacterial cell wall components and cell division. In gram-negative bacteria, MGO 

regulates gene expressions involved in stability of the cell wall [75].  

It has been accepted that defensins have improving roles in antimicrobial activity of honeys. The 

defensins represent a family of cycteine-reach antimicrobial peptides that exist in two forms, 

defensin 1 and defensin 2 [76]. It is believed that defensin 2 acts as an inducible antibacterial 

peptide in bees and contributes to the antimicrobial activity of honeys [60]. Defensin 1 has 3 

isoforms including defensin from hemolymph and 2 isoforms present in royal jelly that are called 

royalysin. These isoforms are encoded by one gene, but are different by one or two amino acid/s 

[76]. Bee defensin-1 has been identified in honey bee hemolymph, head and thoracic glands, 

royal jelly, the major food of queen bee larvae and also in honey [48,77]. 

Bee defensin-1 has potent activity against the mycelia fungi and yeast [78], protozoa [79], mites, 

viruses [80], gram-positive bacteria and some species of gram-negative bacteria [3,48,81]. 

However, defensin-1 may not have a great effectiveness on anti-biotic resistant bacteria. It has 

been shown that even at eight-fold higher concentrations; bee defensin-1 only slightly reduced 
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the survival of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus [41]. Interestingly, it has been shown 

that Lactobacillus non-pathogenic bacteria by increasing the expression level of abecin and 

defensins enhances the immunity of honeybee [82]. In fact defensins as a cycteine-reach 

antimicrobial peptide disrupt integrity and permeability of the cytoplasma membrane of 

pathogenic organisms [83]. 

2.1.1.5. Increased lymphocytic and phagocytic activity  

The immune system is typically stimulated to immunize body against various infections and the 

use of honey can reflect more than just antibacterial properties. Honey is able to stimulate B-

lymphocytes and T-lymphocytes, and activate neutrophils’ phagocytosis in cell culture [15,58, 

84,85]. Honey also stimulates monocytes (MM6 cells) to secrete cytokines, tumor necrosis 

factor-α (TNF-α), interleukin-1 (IL-1) and IL-6, which activate the immune response to infection 

[39,68,84,86,87]. Secretion of TNF-α, a cytokine that induces the wound healing process, can be 

induced by glycosylated proteins. Furthermore, by reducing the release of reactive intermediates 

by activated macrophages during wound healing, honey is capable of degrading collagen IV 

through stimulation of the Matrix metalloproteinases 9 (MMP-9) during the re-epithelialization 

process of wound repair [88,89]. In vitro studies have shown that the toxicity of honey on 

keratinocytes and fibroblasts is extremely low [2 ,89]. It is believed that such immunomodulation 

effect further promotes the antimicrobial activity of honey [2]. 

2.1.1.6. Nitric Oxide 

Nitric oxide (NO) is a gaseous free radical that has a wide range of activities such as regulation 

of angiogenesis, accelerating collagen synthesis and re-epithelialization in wound healing, 

antibacterial and antiviral effects, immunological and inflammatory responses, and initiating 
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ischemic cardiovascular and malignant diseases [90,91]. L-arginine, as a substrate for NO 

synthesis is metabolized in wound via arginase which exists in high concentrations in wound 

fluid. There are three isoforms of NO, the endothelial and neuronal forms are two constitutive 

isoforms and the last one is an inducible isoform (iNOS). The constitutive isoforms permanently 

generate low concentration of NO, while the iNOS form is induced by a variety of cytokines, 

growth factors and inflammatory stimuli [90,92]. All cells involved in wound healing, such as 

platelets, inflammatory cells, fibroblasts, and epithelial cells are able to produce NO [93]. Han et 

al. investigated the effects of a novel NO-releasing nanoparticle (NO-np) technology on wound 

healing in mice. They showed that NO-np can significantly promote angiogenesis and increase 

fibroblast migration and collagen deposition in wounded area [94]. Incorporation of NO into 

polymers can hasten wound healing processes and upregulate NO-inducible genes. Polymer-

based NO therapies facilitate delivery to the target tissue and thereby cause reduce risk of toxic 

by-products leaching [95].  

Heating and prolonged storage can decrease NO metabolites and thus lead to a reduction in 

antimicrobial activity of honey [57,95]. Al-Waili tested seven kinds of honey, different in their 

origin (three from Yemen, two from the United Arab Emirates, one from Germany, and one from 

India), color, and duration of storage, for the presence of nitrite/nitrate, the stable nitric oxide 

metabolites. All the honey samples had various concentrations of NO metabolites but the darker 

or fresh honeys contained more NO metabolites than the light or old honey. It has also been 

indicated that the darker old honey had more resistance to heating and ultraviolet exposure. They 

also evaluated the effects of intravenous infusion of honey on urinary and plasma NO end 

products in healthy sheep. Plasma NO metabolites increased during 1, 2, and 3 hours after 

infusion by 3%, 3.6%, and 17%, respectively and no side effects reported with the intravenous 
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administration of honey [96]. Honey increases NO end products in various biological fluids, 

such as urine, saliva, and plasma. Furthermore, NO production by honey could explain partly the 

effects of honey on immunity, bacterial infections, and wound healing [1,87,91]. 

2.1.1.7. Prostaglandins 

Prostaglandins are mediators of inflammation and pain which are considered as immune-

suppressives that can decrease B- and T-lymphocyte functions [57,91,97]. Honey can reduce 

plasma prostaglandin concentrations and its inhibitory effect increases with time [1,57,98]. 

Honey induced reduction in the concentration of prostaglandins may decrease edema and 

inflammation and activate lymphocytes to produce antibody against wound pathogens [91]. 

Honey also inhibits the cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) expression and the phenolic compounds of 

honey have a major role in inhibition of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) in inflamed tissues. Ellagic 

acid, as a major phenolic compound in honey, prevents PGE2 release from monocytes and other 

phenolic compounds such as quercetin, chrysin and luteolin have inhibitory effects on interleukin 

1β and COX-2 expression, PGE2 synthesis and nuclear factor-kappa beta (NF-κB) stimulation 

[91,99]. It has been shown that ingestion of diluted natural honey can reduce prostaglandin 

concentrations including PGE2, prostaglandin F2a (PGF2α) and thromboxane B2 in plasma of 

normal individuals [98,100]. Treatment of wounds with honey has been shown to less painful 

than sugar during dressing changes and motion [101]. 

2.1.1.8. Antibody production 

Honey increases antibody production during primary and secondary immune responses against 

thymus-dependent and thymus-independent antigens [58]. Honey has an impact on antibody 

production by different mechanisms. However, the exact mechanism has not been well defined 
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as yet [57,102]. Honey is able to stimulate lymphocytes to produce cytokines, TNF-α, IL-1, and 

IL-16 [102]. Honey also might increase humoral immunity by increasing NO. On the other hand, 

by reducing the plasma prostaglandin concentration, honey results in antibody production [91, 

98,102]. 

2.2. Debridement action 

Debridement is a basic necessity to induce the functional process of tissue repair [7]. The 

standard procedure for the debridement of wounds is to surgically remove any dead tissue which 

is a painful procedure that should usually be performed under local analgesia. Likewise such 

method may cause growth of infecting bacteria and produces toxins which can destroy the 

surrounding tissues [8,58]. Application of honey as wound dressing provides a moist 

environment that induces rapid debridement of wounds [60,103,104]. The high osmotic pressure 

in honey and activation of proteases by the hydrogen peroxide found in honey may be two 

reasons for rapid debridement activity of honey. It also contributes to the painless lifting off of 

the slough and necrotic tissues [9]. In general, proteases are inactive in wound tissue and can be 

activated by oxidation. Proteases are also able to change the conformation of MMPs and make 

them active [13]. It may be thought that high protease activity impairs wound healing but such 

effect has never been proved. In fact potent anti-inflammatory action of honey can prevent 

excessive proteolytic activity [68]. 

An In vitro investigation showed that honey increases the activity of the enzyme plasmin in the 

culture medium. Plasmin digests the fibrin attached to the slough in wound surface, but does not 

digest the collagen matrix which is needed for tissue repair. Honey is able to inhibit production 

of the plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI) by the macrophages. On the other hand, 
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inflammation increases production of PAI, thus reduction in production of PAI by honey is a 

good reason for its anti-inflammatory activity [84]. 

2.3. Anti-inflammatory activity 

Inflammation is the biological response of body with the aiming to remove the harmful stimuli 

and initiate the healing process. In addition, inflammation is the major reason of pain and edema 

in wounds [58]. High concentration of the free radicals during the inflammatory phase of wound 

healing can extremely damage and break down lipids, proteins and nucleic acids that are 

essential components for the functional activities of all cells. Honey is able to reduce the damage 

caused by the free radicals and thus prevents further tissue necrosis [105,106]. The reactive 

oxygen species that are formed in the inflammatory phase, stimulate the activity of the 

fibroblasts. Fibroblasts produce the collagen fibers of scar tissue and prolongation of the 

inflammatory phase can lead to hyper-granulation and fibrosis. Therefore, reduction in the 

inflammatory phase by honey minimizes/prevents hypertrophic scarring [15,68,107,108].  

In vitro studies have shown that honey stimulates monocytes to release TNF-α and cytokines 

such as IL-6 and IL-1β that may induce collagen synthesis by fibroblasts [55,56,68]. Some other 

studies have investigated the impact of phenolic components such as ellagic and gallic acids as 

anti-inflammatory agents [97,100,107]. However, there are several mechanisms including 

inhibition of the classical complement pathway, inhibition of ROS formation, inhibition of 

leukocyte infiltration, inhibition of MMP-9 and inhibition of COX-2 and inducible NO synthase 

expression which can describe the anti-inflammatory properties of honey [15,107]. It has been 

shown that honey inhibits the inflammatory process by inhibiting NF-κB pathway. Honey is able 

to translate NF-κB to the nucleus and decreases inflammatory mediators such as COX-2 and 

TNF-α [100,109]. To investigate the anti-inflammatory effect of honey in association with NF-
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κB signaling pathway, Hissein et al. [109] evaluated the genes and proteins that are involved in 

this pathway. During inflammation, NF-κB actives and regulates transcription of IL-1β, IL-6, 

iNOS, COX-2 and TNF-α. To decrease the production of pro-inflammatory mediators, the major 

focus has been on inhibiting NF-κB activation and its translocation into the nucleus. The finding 

of this study showed that Gelam honey can block the incoming signal pathway which activates 

the IκB kinase (IKK) complex, and degrade IκB proteins and prevent the translocation of NF-κB 

subunits (p65 and p50) into nucleus and finally inhibit the iNOS, COX-2, TNF-α and IL-6 

expressions as well as PGE2 and NO production [109]. It has been demonstrated that honey can 

act as an immune-modulator with both proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory properties. In 

low concentration of the inflammatory/stimulatory mediators, honey stimulates production of the 

inflammatory cytokines and MMP-9 from keratinocytes. On the other hand, when wound is 

infected and inflammation is in progress, honey inhibits production of the inflammatory 

cytokines and MMP-9 [107].  

2.4. Boosting of the immune system 

Peptides and proteins of honey can stimulate immune system by physiological responses in 

target cells via their specific receptors. For example the glycosylated proteins that induce TNF-α 

secretion from macrophages and also the 55 kDa glycoprotein major royal jelly protein 1 

(MRJP1) have been suggested to be responsible for immunomodulatory effects and wound repair 

promoter mechanisms of honey. Another immune-stimulatory protein is type II arabinogalactan 

protein which is able to stimulate monocytic cells to release TNF-α [88,107]. 

The presence of NO in honey enables it to increase the humoral immunity. Honey also by 

decreasing the concentration of prostaglandins induces antibody production [1]. In addition, 

honey contains prebiotic oligosaccharides that enhance immune responses [1,110]. Recently, 
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Tonks et al. [111] reported that a 5.8 kDa component of honey is responsible for stimulating 

immune function in vitro. More studies are required to determine the nature of this compound. 

2.5. Anti-oxidant activity 

The antioxidant activity of natural honey is due to the presence of a variety of compounds such 

as flavonoids (apigenin, pinocembrin, kaempferol, quercetin, galangin, chrysin and hesperetin), 

phenolic acids (ellagic, caffeic, p-coumaric and ferulic acids), ascorbic acid, tocopherols, 

catalase, superoxide dismutase, reduced glutathione, maillard reaction products, peptides, amino 

acids and selenium [58,70,112-115]. The antioxidant effect depends on the relative positions of 

OH groups in the aromatic ring of phenolic acids. Moreover, the action of phenolic compounds 

can be related to their capacity to reduce and chelate ferric ion which catalyze lipid peroxidation 

[116]. Phenolics are the most important antioxidants in honey and among them; gallic acid is the 

most potent antioxidant [74]. There is a strong correlation between anti-oxidant activity and the 

content of total phenolics. Darker honeys have higher total phenolic- and antioxidant contents 

than lighter honeys [58,73,100,115]. In addition, the botanical origin of honey is an important 

factor in its antioxidant activity [107,117]. Proteins and sugars in the honey may form high 

molecular weight melanoidins that are the main components responsible for radical scavenging 

capacity [74,115]. 

It has been shown that ROSs mediate TNF-α-induced cytotoxicity and the phenolic compounds 

such as caffeic acid are able to effectively inhibit TNF-α-induced cytotoxicity in vitro [107]. In 

chronic wounds, neutrophils and macrophages release high levels of ROSs against invading 

bacteria. Prolonged exposure of a tissue to ROS causes cell damage and may retard wound 

healing. Therefore, application of antioxidants is a way to remove ROSs and honey contains 

several important antioxidant substances that can be used safely in wound healing [107]. In 
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addition, flavonoids of honey are also able to act as scavengers of ROS, peroxyl, alkyl peroxide, 

hydroxyl and superoxide radicals. These molecules protect tissue against reactive nitrogen 

species (RNS) such as NO and peroxynitrite [116]. Collectively, honey contains both aqueous 

and lipophilic antioxidants and thus can act at different cellular levels as an ideal natural 

antioxidant [15]. This activity reduces oxidative reactions by inhibiting the formation of free 

radicals such as iron and copper which are catalyzed by metal ions. This process leads to 

decrease in the oxidative stress and the inflammatory process [110,111]. 

2.6. Stimulation of wound regeneration and repair 

Regeneration of a new tissue is an important step in wound healing process. Many studies have 

described the effectiveness of honey in the healing of both acute (burns, lacerations) and chronic 

wounds (venous leg ulcers, pressure ulcers) [4,118-123]. Honey by reduction of edema, 

subsiding inflammation and pain, facilitating debridement and deodorizing of the wounds, 

synthesis of collagen, development of new blood vessels, stimulating growth of fibroblasts and 

epithelial cells, promoting formation of granulation tissue, and preventing scar tissue and keloid 

formation can improve wound healing and minimizes the need for skin grafting so that no scab is 

developed and no excessive scarring and hypertrophication is formed [54,57,68,117].  

Wound healing is arranged in three overlapping phases including inflammation, proliferation and 

remodeling [88,121]. In the inflammatory phase, honey stimulates monocytes to release 

inflammatory cytokines including TNF-α IL-6, IL-1β and NO that may induce collagen synthesis 

by fibroblasts [97]. These cytokines play major roles in the initiation and amplification of 

inflammatory processes [99]. The phenolic components contained in honey are frequently related 

to anti-inflammatory activity thus modulate the severity of inflammation [97]. Taken together, 

honey has modulatory role on inflammatory phase of wound healing so that it initiates an active 
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but controlled inflammation but does not let the inflammation to develop in a chronic or 

exaggerated state. Honey is able to remove debris and bacteria from the wound by stimulation of 

neutrophils, macrophages and phagocytosis during the inflammatory phase [97]. It has been 

shown that absence of macrophages leads to poor debridement of the wound site and delayed 

repair. In contrast, depletion of neutrophils leads to enhanced wound closure [111]. 

Angiogenesis, collagen deposition, granulation tissue formation, epithelialization, and wound 

contraction occur in the proliferative phase. Stimulation of angiogenesis by honey to supply the 

required oxygen in wound is an important feature in the healing process [55,68]. The acidic 

nature of honey releases oxygen from the hemoglobin, a mechanism that stimulates granulation 

tissue formation and wound healing. 

  On the other hand, honey accelerates wound contraction by stimulating fibroblasts, 

myofibroblasts and collagen deposition. It also promotes re-epithelialization and holds the 

wound edges together due to its high osmotic pressure [69]. Hydrogen peroxide contained at low 

levels in honey can stimulate the development of new capillaries [68,69], and growth and 

proliferation of fibroblasts and epithelial cells in wound tissue [55,124]. Al-Jadi et al. 

investigated the effect of a selected Malaysian honey and its major components on proliferation 

of cultured fibroblasts. They showed that hydrogen peroxide of honey can stimulate proliferation 

in a time- and dose-dependent manner. On the other hand, the presence of phenolics with 

antioxidant properties protected cells against the toxic effect of hydrogen peroxide. They also 

showed that honey and its major components are able to exert stimulatory effects on cultured 

fibroblasts [122]. 

 Re-epithelialization is an important step in cutaneous wound healing which causes migration 

and proliferation of keratinocytes to skin surface. The enriched environment of honey provides 
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the required glucose as an energy package for the epithelial cells so that it facilitate their 

migration across the wound surface [68]. Honey also contains different trace elements (such as 

Zn, Fe, Cu, Co, Mn, and Mg) which are able to promote keratinocyte proliferation by modulating 

integrin expression during re-epithelialization [85]. MMPs and plasmin produced by immature 

keratinocytes separate keratinocytes from the basement membrane and also facilitate their 

migration [2,88]. In the remodeling phase, collagen is remodeled and realigned along tension 

lines and the cells that are no longer needed are removed by apoptosis (Fig. 2). Subrahmanyam et 

al. [123] have reported that honey can decrease scarring and contractures on burn patients and 

enhances remodeling of the cutaneous wounds.  

3. Clinical observations on the wound healing properties of honey 

To systematically evaluate the role of honey on clinical patients, only the clinical studies 

published in PubMed were considered. From the PubMed indexed clinical studies, only those 

that their patients had a cutaneous ulcer/wound and treated with honey, were included in the 

present review. In the present study, the clinical trials have been combined and their findings 

were provided as meta-analysis where appropriate and other clinical studies have been 

summarized, narratively. Based on the above approach, twenty-five studies were identified and 

included (Table 2) [72,87,101,125-146]. Fourteen of the studies involved chronic wounds 

(diabetic foot ulcers, venous ulcers and chronic wounds), nine studies evaluated acute wounds 

(burn and surgical wounds) and two studies investigated mixed chronic and acute wounds.  

3.1. Acute wounds 
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Of the 25 studies, 9 of them (36%) recruited participants with acute wounds [72,125-132]. Two 

trials allocated participants with different acute wounds including one in lacerations or shallow 

abrasions, seven in burns and one in split-thickness skin grafts. 

3.1.1. Burn wounds 

Treatment of burn wounds is a significant problem in clinical practice [86]. Among clinical 

studies, seven (72,125-130) articles were conducted on burn patients. All controls were active 

comparisons and different types of agents were used in the clinical studies including silver 

sulphadiazine [72,127], potato peelings [128], amniotic membrane [129], tangential excision 

[126] and polyurethane film [130]. Of the seven studies, six were positive and showed that the 

use of honey significantly decreases times of healing and infection. One study [126] was 

negative and showed that tangential excision was significantly better than honey in the patients. 

Two studies reported a significant reduced mean healing time of 10.8 [130] and 13.47 [72] days 

with honey compared with 15.3 and 15.62 days with their treatments respectively (P<0·0001). 

Treatment with honey clearly improved the quality of wound healing at seven and fourteen days 

so that at fourteen days, 74.11% (229/302) of patients were healed with honey, and 57.89% 

(154/266) healed with other treatments. Based on the result of clinical studies, honey seems to 

heal burns more quickly than conventional treatments (Fig. 3, 4). 

3.1.2. Other acute wounds 

The Ingle et al. [131] trial recruited people with lacerations or shallow abrasions and treated 

control participants with a hydrogel. There were no significant differences in the mean healing 

time and wound size between groups treated with honey and IntraSite Gel. They believed that 

because there was no real difference between the groups, the natural form of honey could be an 

optimum cost-effective therapeutic option for management of the acute wounds [131]. In 
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contrast, Misirlioglu et al. [132] showed that in the treatment of split-thickness skin graft donor 

sites, honey-impregnated gauzes are better than paraffin gauzes and saline-soaked gauzes 

because of decreased epithelization time and a low sense of pain while there is no significant 

difference between honey-impregnated gauzes and hydrocolloid dressings with regard to 

epithelization time and sense of pain [132]. 

3.2. Chronic wounds 

Of 25 included clinical trials, 14 (56%) studies recruited people with different chronic wounds 

including four in people with diabetic foot ulcers [87,133-135], five in venous leg ulcers [136-

139], a single trial in pressure injuries [140] and another single trial in postoperative wound 

infections [141]. Three trials also recruited participants with different chronic wounds [142-144].   

3.2.1. Diabetic foot ulcers 

Four trials recruited people with diabetes and foot ulcers. Two [87,133] trials used randomized 

controlled trial strategy and compared the effects of honey with either povidone-iodine [133] or 

saline soaked gauze [87]. Although decreased mean healing time in both trials was observed, 

there was no significant difference in wound healing outcome between honey and the controls 

(P>0.005). It should be noted that slow healing of diabetic foot ulcer is due to poly-microbial 

infection, ischemia, neuropathy and immune-suppression. Based on these trials, honey leads to 

rapid disinfection of the ulcers and is able to reduce edema and foul smell from the ulcers.  

In an article that was carried out by Moghazy et al. [134] thirty infected diabetic foot wounds 

were randomly selected. Based on their findings, 43.3% of the ulcers healed completely. 

Bacterial load significantly decreased in all the ulcers after the first week of honey dressing. In 

addition, healthy granulation tissue was regenerated and the wound size significantly decreased. 

This study concluded that although honey is ideal as dressing in cases of diabetic foot wounds 
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and after revascularization operation, it is not effective in cases of severe vascular compromise, 

exposed bone (without periosteum) or established osteomyelitis [134]. In another trial, Surahio et 

al. [135] evaluated the role of honey in 172 patients showing honey is able to significantly 

reduce rate of amputation and improve wound healing. Prolonged use of systemic antibiotics can 

develop drug resistant organisms in diabetic foot ulcers and honey can be considered as 

antibacterial agent which is suitable for the treatment of diabetic foot ulcers [135]. 

3.2.2. Venous leg ulcers 

Among conducted studies, three trials with randomized controlled strategy used hydrogel [136], 

usual care [139] and phenytoin [140] as control groups. Compared with hydrogel treated group, 

honey exhibited an increased incidence of healing, more efficacious desloughing and lower rates 

of infection. Oluwatosin et al. [140], compared the effect of honey and phenytoin in the 

treatment of chronic leg ulcers. There was no significant difference in mean percent reduction in 

size between the honey treated-, phenytoin treated- and mixture treated groups. There was also 

no difference in pain score at the end of the four week treatment between the groups. These data 

suggest that phenytoin may be better than honey as a topical agent in the treatment of chronic 

ulcers [140]. In the Jull et al. [139] trial study, 55.6% of the participants in the honey-treated 

group and 49.7% in the usual care group healed. There was no significant difference in the 

healing percentage between the two groups (p>0.05) [139]. In other clinical trial studies, 

Schumacher et al. [137] and Dunford et al. [138] assessed the use of honey on treatment of 

patients with venous leg ulcers [137,138]. The Schumacher trial reported that the use of medical 

honey in patients who had received split-thickness skin grafts for chronic venous leg ulcers 

appeared to give a similar healing time to that seen without the application of honey [137]. 

Dunford and co-workers reported that the total average pain scores decreased significantly from 
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1.6 ±1.22 to 1.08 ±1.54 (p<0.02; paired Student’s t-test) between baseline and the subjects’ 

individual end-points and pain-free patients had the highest healing rates [138].  

3.2.3. Other chronic wounds 

One clinical trial study compared the effect of honey dressing versus ethoxy-diamino-acridine + 

nitrofurazone dressing in patients with pressure ulcers (PUs) [141]. In the honey treated group, 

there was a statistically significant mean decrease in ulcer size at 5 weeks when compared to the 

patients managed with ethoxy-diamino-acridine + nitrofurazone dressings (56% reduction vs. 

13% reduction, p<0.001). In this study, 5 PUs in the honey group had healed at 5 weeks 

compared with no PU in the control group (20% vs. 0%; p<0.05). This study suggests that honey 

can significantly increase the healing rate when compared to the ethoxy-diamino-acridine + 

nitrofurazone dressing. 

One clinical trial [142] analyzed the possible therapeutic effect of honey in the treatment of 

severe acute postoperative wound infections. In this study 22/26 (84.4%) participants in the 

honey group showed complete wound healing compared with 12/24 (50%) in the control group. 

This data suggests that honey can be effective in healing processes of the infected wounds.   

Three trials recruited participants with different chronic wounds [143-145]. In the Robson et al. 

trial [143], the participants received either manuka honey or conventional dressing. 70% of the 

patients had venous leg ulcers. The median time to healing in the honey group was 100 days 

compared with 140 days in the control group and the healing rate at 12 weeks was 46.2% in the 

honey group compared with 34% in the conventional group. Based on this study, although the 

hazard ratio increased, the difference was not statistically significant (p>0.05) [143]. In the 

second clinical trial study, Gethin et al [144] suggested that the use of manuka honey dressings is 

associated with a statistically significant decrease in wound pH and a reduction in wound size so 
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that a reduction in 0.1 pH unit is associated with an 8.1% reduction in wound size [144]. Finally, 

Biglari et al. [145] demonstrated that honey has antibacterial activity and treatment with honey 

reduces pain and wound size and eliminates wound odor in the chronic wounds. They showed a 

relationship between pain and slough/necrosis at the time of recruitment and during wound 

healing [145]. 

Overall, since the chronic non-healing wounds have an elevated alkaline environment, the 

acidification of ulcer environment can propose as mechanism by which honey induce healing. 

The ability of the honey to maintain the moisture of the wounds is other possible explanation for 

the better healing outcome in chronic wounds (Fig 5).  

3.3. Mixed acute and chronic wounds 

Two trials evaluated the effects of honey in a range of different acute and chronic wounds 

[101,146]. In a quasi-randomized study, Mphande et al. [101] compared the role of honey and 

sugar in 40 patients with ulcers, chronic osteomyelitis, post-surgical and traumatic wounds. The 

median healing rate was 1.43 days/cm2 for the honey group and 1.62 days/cm2 for the sugar 

group. Also, during dressing changes, there was no pain in 86% of the patients treated with 

honey, compared with 72% of the patients treated with sugar [101]. In another study, Ahmed et 

al. [146] evaluated the role of honey in 60 patients with chronic, complicated surgical or acute 

traumatic wounds. Complete healing of wounds was obtained in 96.6% of the patients treated 

with honey [146]. Overall, they suggested that honey is an effective, safe, and economic wound-

dressing medium for the treatment of acute or chronic wounds. There were no signs of allergy, 

not even after extended use of this dressing material. 

4. Conclusion 
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In the present review, we highlighted the key information regarding therapeutic properties of 

honey and its mechanism of action. Honey is the most ancient wound dressing biomaterial and 

the effectiveness of honey in the management of wounds has been confirmed by many studies. 

There is no allergic reaction and no significant side effects due to clinical application of honey. 

Honey has all of the beneficial criteria to be considered as an ideal dressing material applicable 

for various wounds. It is believed that honey could be used as a suitable alternative option in 

most of the infected wounds due to its anti-bacterial and wound healing activity which are due to 

many factors including acidity, hydrogen peroxide content, osmolarity and phytochemical 

components. The antibacterial, anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties, as well as 

debridement action, boosting the immune system and stimulation of tissue growth, make it a 

logical and accepted natural agent for wound dressing. Honey is able to facilitate the wound 

healing processes by stimulating the epithelialization, improving angiogenesis, facilitating 

wound contraction, and increasing collagen synthesis and wound debridement. It should be 

remembered that because bees have different nutritional behavior and collect the nourishments 

from different and various plants, the produced honeys have different compositions. Thus 

different types of honey have different medicinal value leading to different effects on wound 

healing. In a meta-analyses we performed in this review, most of the clinical trials suggested the 

use of honey for management of various wound models including lacerations, shallow abrasions, 

burns, large defects, diabetic foot ulcers, venous leg ulcers, pressure ulcers and postoperative 

wound infections. Based on the results of the present study, honey is suggested as a safe, cost-

effective and beneficial dressing biomaterial for wound management however the clinicians 

should aware about the composition and biological properties of the selected honey before 

medical application. Future studies are appreciated if compare the composition, characteristics 
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and biological properties of different kind of honeys in order to illustrate a guide line for medical 

application.    
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Table 1. Summary of the honey’s therapeutic properties and effects of each property on wound healing 

Properties Effective factors Actions References 

Antimicrobial activity - Hydrogen peroxide 
- High osmolarity 
- Acidity 
- Non-peroxide activity 
- Antioxidants 
- Increased lymphocytic 
  and phagocytic activity 
- Nitric oxide 
- Reduces prostaglandins 

- Inhibits fungal growth and     
toxin production. 
- Inhibits viral infection 
- Affects on bacterial  biofilms 

 

1,5 

Anti-inflammatory 
activity 

 

  - Leucocytes 
  - Phenolic components 

 

- Reduces edema and pain. 
- Minimizes hypertrophic            
scarring. 
- Stimulates granulation and 
epithelialization. 
- Improves oxygenation. 
- Prevents necrosis. 
- enhances collagen synthesis. 
- Inhibits leukocyte infiltration. 
 

5,9,15,58,97,107 
 

Anti-oxidant activity 
 

 - Flavonoids 
 - Phenolic acids 
 

- Radical scavenging 
- Inhibits TNF-α-induced            
cytotoxicity. 
- Decreases number of                 
inflammatory cells 
- Stimulates B and T                    
lymphocytes. 
- Modulates the activity of          
monocytes. 
 

15,39,62,74 

Debridement action 
 

- Provides moist environment. 
- Proteases activity 

- Removes dead or                     
contaminated tissues 
 - Removes necrotic material 
- Contributes to the painless        
lifting off of slough 

58,103,104 
 

Stimulation of tissue 
growth 

- Stimulation of angiogenesis 
- Supplies glucose to provide         
energy and migration cells 

- Hastens healing  
- Minimizes the need for skin      
grafting 

55,85,108,124 
 

Boosting of the immune 
system 

 

- Macrophages 
- Leukocytes 
- Peptides and proteins 
- Prebiotic 

- Produces cytokines, growth      
factors and inflammatory         
mediators 
- Collagen synthesis 
- Stimulates angiogenesis 

1,15,57 
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Table 2.  Demographic and treated wounds details of the honey treated and control populations. 

Study Wound Type Treatment strategy The number of   
participants Result 

72 Superficial partial-
thickness burns 

Honey 150 Greater efficacy of honey over SSD cream for treating 
superficial and partial-thickness burns. 

125 Burn wound Tualang honey 10 

Tualang honey can pose substantial bactericidal as well as 
bacteriostatic effect. However, for gram positive bacteria, 
Tualang honey is not as effective as usual care products such as 
silver-based dressing or medical grade honey dressing. 

126 Full thickness burn 
wound 

Honey 25 
Early tangential excision and skin grafting were clearly 
superior to expectant treatment using topical honey in patients.  

127 Superficial burn 
wound 

Honey 25 
Honey early subsidence of acute inflammatory changes, better 
control of infection and quicker wound healing than SSD. 

128 Burn wound Honey and boiled 
potato peel  

50 
100% of the wounds treated with honey healed within 15 days 
while 50% of the wounds treated with boiled potato peel 
dressings, healed. 

129 Burn wound 
Honey and amniotic 
membrane 

64 

The burns treated with honey healed earlier as compared to the 
amniotic membrane. Residual scars were noted in 8% of 
patients treated with honey and in 16.6% of cases treated with 
amniotic membrane. 

130 Burn wound 
Honey and 
polyurethane film       
(OpSite) 

46 Honey impregnated gauze dressed wounds showed healing 
earlier as compared to OpSite 

131 Wound Honey 40 

There was no evidence of a real difference between honey and 
IntraSite Gel as healing agents. Honey is a safe, satisfying and 
effective healing agent. Natural honey is extremely cost 
effective. 

132 
Split-thickness skin 
graft donor site 

Honey 88 
The use of honey-impregnated gauzes is effective, safe, and 
practical.  

87 
Neuropathic 
diabetic foot ulcers Manuka honey 63 

Significant reduction in the time of healing and rapid 
disinfection of ulcers. 

133 Diabetic foot ulcers Honey 30 
Ulcer healing was not significantly different in both study 
groups.  

134 
Infected diabetic 
foot ulcers Honey 30 

Honey decreased the size of wounds by improving organization 
of the granulation tissue.  
Reduced bacterial contamination. 

135 
Chronic diabetic 
foot ulcers Honey 172 Significant reduction rate of amputation and improved wound 

healing.  

136 Sloughy venous leg 
ulcers 

Manuka honey 108 

Manuka honey was effective in eradicating methicillin-resistant 
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) from 70% of chronic venous 
ulcers. The potential to prevent infection is increased when 
wounds are de-sloughed and MRSA is eliminated. 

137 Chronic venous leg 
ulcers 

Honey 6 

The use of medical honey in patients who have received split-
skin grafts for chronic venous leg ulcers appears to give a 
similar healing time to that seen without the application of 
honey.  

138 Venous leg ulcers Honey 40 Decreasing pain and size significantly, Positive impact on 
patient satisfaction degree with the Medi-honey treatment. 
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139 
Venous leg ulcers 

Honey 368 Honey did not significantly improve venous ulcer healing at 12 
weeks compared with usual care. 

140 Chronic leg ulcers Honey and phenytoin  50 
There was no significant difference in both study groups. 
Phenytoin may be superior to honey as a topical agent in the 
treatment of chronic ulcers. 

141 Pressure ulcers Honey 25 
Healing rate among subjects who received honey dressing was 
approximately 4 times greater when compared to the control 
group. The use of a honey dressing is effective and practical. 

142 
Post-operative 
wound infections 

Honey 50 

Faster eradication of bacterial infections was seen. Honey 
reduced the period of antibiotic use and hospitalization, 
accelerated wound healing, prevented wound dehiscence and 
the need for re-suturing and resulted in minimal scar formation. 

143 Wound by 
secondary intention. 

Honey 
(Medihoney™) 

105 Honey significantly reduced time of healing compared to the 
controls. 

144 Chronic wounds Manuka honey 20 Significant reduction in wound pH and wound size. 

145 Wound 
Honey 
(Medihoney™) 

104 
Honey can be an effective and feasible treatment option for 
professional wound care.  

101 Open or infected 
wounds 

Honey 40 

Honey appears to be more effective than sugar in reducing 
bacterial contamination and promoting wound healing, and is 
slightly less painful than sugar during dressing changes and 
motion. 

146 

Chronic, 
complicated 
surgical, or acute 
traumatic wounds 

Honey 60 Except 1 patient, in all the patients honey was easy to apply, 
helpful in cleaning the wounds, and had no side effects. 
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Figure legends 

 

Fig 1. Mechanisms of honey during wound healing 

Fig 2. Modulatory effects of honey on classical phases of wound healing 

Fig 3. Meta-analysis: Forest plot of the difference number of healed burn wounds between the treatment (honey) and 

control groups.  

Fig 4. Meta-analysis: Forest plot of the difference mean of time to healing between the treatment group and the 

control group in burn wounds. 

Fig 5. Meta-analysis: Forest plot of the difference number of healed chronic wounds between the treatment (honey) 

and control groups.  
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Highlights 

 

1. Different types of honey have different medicinal value and effects on wound healing. 

2. Honey has anti-microbial, immunomodulatory, anti-oxidant and wound healing properties. 

3. Honey increases wound contraction, re-epithelialization and reduces excessive scar formation. 

4. Most of the clinical trials suggest the use of honey for management of various wound models. 

5. Honey is a safe, cost-effective and beneficial dressing biomaterial for wound management. 

 


